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Recently it was shown that the causal organization of a classical stochastic process can be sub-
stantially compressed using the so-called q-machine representation. The overlaps between quantum
signal states play an important role in this compression. At longer length scales, where more of the
process’s structure is accounted for, these overlaps become more important and, as it would seem,
more difficult to compute. Here we derive useful expressions for these overlaps, including one based
on a spectral decomposition, affording us theoretical simplicity as well as greatly improved compu-
tational ability. These expressions are based on a new quantum transient structure defined here,
the quantum-pairwise-merger-machine (QPMM). Armed with the overlaps, we ultimately proceed
to compute the quantum communication cost, defined by the ensemble’s von Neumann entropy. We
simplify matters further by making use of a surrogate Gram matrix. We also provide more explicit
proofs regarding the connection between the cryptic order of the stochastic process and the optimal
coding length of the q-machine.
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I. INTRODUCTION, STATEMENT OF

RESULTS

The definition of and quantification of “pattern” has

been an active area of research for decades [1–4]. These

studies seek to answer questions like, “how unpredictable

is this pattern?”, and “how much memory is needed to

accurately predict the next element?” Computational

mechanics [5, 6], an extension of statistical mechanics, is

a framework established to answer these very questions.

In much of computational mechanics, the emphasis is on

stationary stochastic processes. These are also the pat-

terns of interest in the present work.

An important question about a process’s structure con-

cerns two observers, Alice and Bob, who wish to syn-

chronize their predictions. How much information must

be communicated? The answer is given by the statisti-

cal complexity of the process Cµ [7]. One could ask, is it

more efficient to do this via a quantum channel? Extend-

ing early answers [8, 9], we recently proposed a sequence

of constructions (the q-machine) [10] that offer substan-

tial quantum compression. Each word length yields a

quantum communication rate Cq(L). It was demon-

strated that maximum compression Cq(∞) = Cq(k) is

achieved at a length-scale called the cryptic order k [11]—

a recently discovered classical, topological property that

mailto:pmriechers@ucdavis.edu
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is a cousin to the more familiar Markov order.

This article provides the analytical underpinnings for

the recent construction and computation of the quan-

tum communication cost Cq(L) [10]. In particular, we

present a closed-form expression for the quantum over-

laps between quantum signal states, overlaps that result

in compressibility. The overlap expression is in terms

of the spectrum (and related projection operators) of

the Quantum Pairwise Merger Machine, introduced here.

While the size of the Hilbert space containing the sig-

nal states increases exponentially with word length, these

overlaps allow us to construct an equivalent density ma-

trix in a fixed Hilbert space, leading to a significant com-

putational advantage. The fixed Hilbert space size

was already demonstrated. The first big win here

is with not having to compute word probabili-

ties for all words of length L. The second medium

win is realizing that for finite cryptic order, we

can truncate our sum. The third big win is the

spectral form which shows how the overlaps come

from a finite part and an infinite part. The infi-

nite part is easy to deal with, and the finite part

is only as difficult as the zero-index. We demon-

strate that an even greater advantage is obtained using a

surrogate matrix that has the same spectrum as the den-

sity matrix—the M -by-M Gram matrix. This surrogate

matrix is linear in the overlaps, and is straightforward to

calculate. The quantum communication cost Cq(L) (and

Cq(∞)) is thus calculable with a new level of numerical

efficiency, and in some cases analytically.

To illustrate the power of our method, we describe the

long-length behavior of the q-machine state entropy for

any infinite-cryptic-order process. I know we are try-

ing to talk about an ”application”, but this sen-

tence seems disconnected.

II. TWO REPRESENTATIONS OF A PROCESS

A. ε-machine

Consider processes generated by finite hidden Markov

models (HMMs). Do we need to define processes?

While a given process may have many alternative HMMs,

there is a unique, canonical presentation—the process’s

ε-machine. Think about presentation vs represen-

tation? The recurrent states S of a process’s ε-machine

are known as the causal states σ ∈ S. The causal states

are the minimal sufficient statistic of the past X:0 for

predicting the future X0:.

An ε-machine is a type of HMM satisfying three con-

ditions: unifilarity, probabilistically distinct states, and

irreducibility. Don’t need prob distinct and irred.

An ε-machine generates output as it transitions from

state to state. Beginning in some state σi, Pr(σj , x|σi)
gives the probability of transitioning to state σj and gen-

erating the symbol x. A string of output x0x1 . . . xt . . .

is simply generated by a sequence of such transitions.

These conditional probabilities are contained in the

output-labeled transition matrices,

T
(x)
ij = Pr(σj , x|σi) ∈ [0, 1] ,

for i, j = 1, . . . ,M where M = |S|.
The flow of state probability is given by the sum over

all output symbols,

T :=
∑

x∈A
T (x) , (1)

The transition probabilities are normalized. That is,

the transition matrix T is row-stochastic:

M∑

j=1

Ti,j =

M∑

j=1

∑

x∈A
Pr(σj , x|σi) = 1 .

Its component matrices T
(x)
ij are said to be substochastic.

Unifilarity means that for each state σi, each symbol x

may lead to at most one successor state σj . In terms of

the labeled transition matrices, for each row i, and each

symbol x, the row T
(x)
ij has at most one nonzero entry.

By way of summarizing, we have the main object that

generates a process.

Definition 1. The ε-machine M is the set{
S, {T (x)}x∈A, π

}
.

S is the set of causal states, A is the set of possible

symbol outputs, {T (x)}x∈A are the labeled transition ma-

trices and π the stationary distribution over states. We

can have π as a row vector with elements πi. The

probability that a word w = x0, . . . , xL−1 is generated by

the ε-machine is given by Pr(w) = π
∏L−1
i=0 T (xi)1 where

1 = [1, . . . , 1]T . Since these probabilities are constructed

to agree with those in a process language, the ε-machine

is said to generate or represent that process.

One of the most important complexity measures for a

process is its statistical complexity.

Definition 2. The statistical complexity Cµ of an

ε-machine M is the Shannon entropy of the station-

ary distribution over its causal states. Cµ = H[π] =

−∑πi log(πi).

The statistical complexity has several operational

meanings. In particular, it quantifies the communica-

tion cost of synchronizing two predicting agents through

a classical channel.
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B. q-machine

The q-machine is a quantum representation of a clas-

sical process. Introduced in [10], this representation is

of interest because it offers the most complete quantum

compression of this classical process known so far.

The length-L q-machine consists of a set {|ηi(L)〉}Mi=1

of pure signal states which are in one-to-one correspon-

dence with the classical causal states σi ∈ S. Each signal

state |ηi(L)〉 encodes the set of length-L words that may

follow causal state σi, as well as each corresponding con-

ditional probability.

We recall the definition of the signal states:

|ηi(L)〉 ≡
∑

w∈AL

∑

σj∈S

√
Pr(w, σj |σi) |w〉 |σj〉 , (2)

where
{
|w〉
}
w∈AL denotes an orthonormal basis in the

“word” Hilbert space with one dimension for each pos-

sible word of length L. Similarly,
{
|σj〉

}M
j=1

denotes an

orthonormal basis in the “state” Hilbert space with one

dimension for each classical causal state.

The ensemble of length-L quantum signal states is then

described by the density matrix,

ρ(L) =
∑

i

πi |ηi(L)〉 〈ηi(L)| . (3)

The von Neumann entropy of an ensemble is defined in

terms of its density matrix, S(ρ) = −tr(ρ log(ρ)) where

tr(·) is the trace of its argument.

In analogy with the statistical complexity, the quantity

Cq(L) ≡ S(ρ(L)) = −tr
(
ρ(L) log(ρ(L))

)

has the operational meaning of the communication cost

of synchronization for predictors of a stationary stochas-

tic process when communicating via a quantum channel

using these quantum signal states.

III. QUANTUM OVERLAPS AND CRYPTIC

ORDER

Somewhere in here need to show why overlaps

have anything to do with merging. This fact is

dependent on the form of our signals states.

Computation of the quantum overlaps as a function of

L by direct use of the signal states {ηj(L)} suffers from

an exponential increase in the size of the Hilbert space.

This leads to both theoretical and numerical difficulties.

We can do much better by making use of the structure

of the process.

Since 〈w|w′〉 = δw,w′ and 〈σ|σ′〉 = δσ,σ′ , the quantum

overlap 〈ηi(L)|ηj(L)〉 only gathers contributions from

shared output-histories of the future final causal state.

These contributions can be understood, in part, in terms

of non-counifilarity. However non-counifilarity does not

reveal the entire story. We learn more from considering

the cryptic order, finding that quantum overlaps stabilize

at precisely this length-scale.

The previous introduction of the q-machine showed nu-

merically that its quantum compression is improved with

increasing word length, and explained this through dis-

cussion of path merging in some examples. The present

article provides more detailed proofs of some of the pre-

vious ideas. Here we prove some statements about the

behavior of overlaps and Cq(L) and their relation to the

cryptic order. Recall the definitions of the Markov and

cryptic orders. We can also define with probs. And

this is more typical for Markov..

Definition 3. The Markov order R of a process is the

smallest length L for which H[SL|X0:L] = 0.

(Note that we use Python-style indexing: left-inclusive

and right-exclusive. Also, for the relative temporal order-

ing of hidden states and emitted observables, note that

St immediately precedes Xt; i.e., Xt takes St to St+1.)

The Markov order is one standard characterization of

a process’s historical dependence. It can be understood

as the minimum number of symbols observed that guar-

antees synchronization to the state. Beginning with the

naive distribution over causal states (stationary distribu-

tion), observation of symbols leads to less state uncer-

tainty (on average). A particular next observation can

lead to “termination” of a candidate state path, or to the

“merging” of two or more candidate paths. The Markov

order is the length at which all such terminations and

mergings have occurred.

Definition 4. The cryptic order k of a process is the

minimum length L for which H[SL|X0:] = 0.

(Note that X0:, the “future” denotes the semi-infinite

sequence of random variables associated with process ob-

servables beginning at t = 0.)

Cryptic order, on the other hand, effectively ignores

the termination events, and is therefore upper-bounded

by the Markov order k ≤ R. This bound is also easy to

see given the extra condition on XL:∞ [12, 13].

Definition 5. An L-merge consists of a word of length

L, and two state paths each of length L + 1 that each

generate the word w and merge exactly at length L +

1. We denote the word w = (x0, . . . , xL−1) and state

paths (a0, . . . , aL−1, F ) and (b0, . . . , bL−1, F ) where ai 6=
bi,∀i ∈ [0, L− 1] and, trivially, F = F .
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a0 a1 a2 aL−2 aL−1

b0 b1 b2 bL−2 bL−1

x0 x1 xL−2

x0 x1 xL−2

F

xL−1

xL−1

FIG. 1. L-merge. Two paths generate the same word and
merge states only on the last output symbol.

The following lemma states an intuitive relation be-

tween cryptic order and L-merges.

Lemma 1. Given an ε-machine with cryptic order k: for

L ≤ k, there exists an L−merge; for L > k, there exists

no L−merge.

Proof. By definition of cryptic order, for any x0:, Sk
is unique. Also, there must exist some x0: such that the

induced Sk−1 is not unique (or else k would not be the

minimal length). Call (two of) these distinct states Sa
and Sb. There must exist two state paths SA and SB

that lead to Sa and Sb on the word x0 : k − 2. Any

two such state paths must remain distinct until length k;

unifilarity of ε-machine does not allow for path splitting

(on the same symbol). Therefore SA and SB combined

with x0 : k − 1 and final state Sk make up a k-merge.

Therefore, cryptic order k implies existence of k-

merge.

Also, by simply removing states on the left of an L-

merge, we see that existence of an L-merge implies the

existence of an (L− 1)-merge.

Therefore, cryptic order k implies existence of L-merge

for L ≤ k.

For the second part of the proof, assume there exists

an L-merge for L > k.

The final state σL leads to a cone of futures xL : with

non-zero measure. Append this cone of futures to the

L-merge word x0 : L − 1. For any of these words x0:

there there are then consistent state paths such that the

penultimate state SL−1 may be aL− 1 or bL− 1.

Therefore, by definition the cryptic order must be at

least L, k ≥ L. This is a contradiction and completes the

proof.

Note that a Markov order R process need not have an

R-merge, or any non-zero-merge.

Proof. By definition of cryptic order k,

H[Sk|X0:] = 0 ,

which means that for any given x0: there exist a unique

σk. For any L > k, that instance x0: also induces a

unique σL (by unifilarity of the ε-machine), so

H[SL|X0:] = 0 for L ≥ k .

But, if there exists an L-merge then there exists some

realization of the output x0: for which H[SL−1|x0:] > 0

because there exist at least two SL for x0:. So there can

be no L-merge for L > k. However, by definition of

cryptic order,

H[SL−1|X0:] > 0 for L ≤ k ,

which means there exists some x0: that has at least two

possible SL−1. From the definition of L-merge this leads

to existence of an L-merge for L ≤ k. That completes

the proof.

Lemma 2. Given a process with cryptic order k, each

quantum overlap 〈ηa(L)|ηb(L)〉 is a nondecreasing func-

tion of L for L ∈ [0, k]. For all remaining L, k ≤ L, the

overlap takes the constant value 〈ηa(k)|ηb(k)〉.
Transition matrices are real. Word and state

space basis vectors are orthonormal. Change jn
to jL. ”Group terms where jL = lL or not”.

Proof.

〈ηa(L)|ηb(L)〉 =
∑

w,w′∈AL
jL,lL∈{i}Mi=1

√
T

(w)
alL

√
T

(w′)
bjL
〈w|w′〉 〈σlL |σjL〉

=
∑

w,jL

√
T

(w)
ajL

√
T

(w)
bjL

.

So we have

〈ηa(L+ 1)|ηb(L+ 1)〉

=
∑

w′∈AL+1

jL+1

√
T

(w′)
ajL+1

√
T

(w′)
bjL+1

=
∑

w∈AL,s∈A
jL,lL,jL+1

√
T

(w)
ajn

√
T

(s)
jnjL+1

√
T

(w)
blL

√
T

(s)
lLjL+1

=
∑

w∈AL,s∈A
jL,jL+1

√
T

(w)
ajL

√
T

(s)
jLjL+1

√
T

(w)
bjL

√
T

(s)
jLjL+1

+
∑

w∈AL,s∈A
jL 6=lL,jL+1

√
T

(w)
ajL

√
T

(s)
jLjL+1

√
T

(w)
blL

√
T

(s)
lLjL+1

,

The first sum is shown to represent the overlaps obtained

already at length L, here we split the sum to two parts
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where the first contains ....

∑

w∈AL,s∈A
jL,jL+1

√
T

(w)
ajL

√
T

(s)
jLjL+1

√
T

(w)
bjL

√
T

(s)
jLjL+1

=
∑

w∈AL
jL

√
T

(w)
ajL

√
T

(w)
bjL

(∑

s∈A
jL+1

√
T

(s)
jLjL+1

√
T

(s)
jLjL+1

)

=
∑

w∈AL
jL

√
T

(w)
ajL

√
T

(w)
bjL

= 〈ηa(L)|ηb(L)〉 .

We use lemma 1 to analyze the second sum, which rep-

resents the change in the overlaps, finding that,

∑

w∈AL,s∈A
jL 6=lL,jL+1

√
T

(w)
ajL

√
T

(s)
jLjL+1

√
T

(w)
blL

√
T

(s)
lLjL+1

≥ 0,

with equality when L ≥ k. In summary,

〈ηa(L+ 1)|ηb(L+ 1)〉 ≥ 〈ηa(L)|ηb(L)〉

with equality for L ≥ k.

Lemma 3. Cq(L) is a function of only the probabilities

πi’s and the quantum overlaps. Isn’t this in Jozsa?

Proof. The signal states
{
|ηi(L)〉

}
span only an |S|-

dimensional subspace of the |A|L|S|-dimensional Hilbert

space in which they are defined. Therefore, we may use a

Gram-Schmidt process to construct an orthonormal basis{
|Ψj〉

}
of size |S| such that,

|ηi(L)〉 =
∑

j

aij(L) |Ψj〉

where aij(L) depend only on the quantum overlaps. (The

constructed basis is also a function of the overlaps, but

the point is that it is orthonormal.) Do we want a

more formal statement? The spectrum of the den-

sity operator depends only on the coordinates in an or-

thonormal basis, coordinates that here depend only on π

and overlaps. Finally, the von Neumann entropy depends

only on the spectrum.

I suggest rethinking lemma vs theorem in this

paper. I think this overvalues theorem 1 and un-

dervalues previous lemmas.

Theorem 1. Cq(L) has constant value Cq(k) for L ≥ k.

Proof. Using the lemma 2 and 3 the proof is complete.

For L < k, going to L + 1 we must find at least

one overlap that actually increases. There is a

similar classical statement.

Note that while the set of overlaps continues its aug-

mentation at each length up until the cryptic order, we

do not currently have a corresponding statement about

the nontrivial change in Cq(L) (or its monotonicity).

The naive computation of these overlaps and Cq(L)

is numerically difficult and, in all but the most trivial

cases, analytically intractible. The preceding Theorem 1

provides a useful halting criterion, but only for finite-

cryptic-order processes. The general (and ubiquitous)

infinite-cryptic-order case remains.

More importantly, we now understand the cumulative

structure of overlaps and the fact that the relevant sub-

space is of constant size. This allows us to encapsu-

late these cumulative non-counifilar contributions within

a transient structure we name the Quantum Pairwise

Merger Machine (QPMM), described next.

IV. (QUANTUM) PAIRWISE MERGER

MACHINE

Here we give a recipe for the construction of the pair-

wise merger machine (PMM) from the ε-machine. The

PMM describes how two different states can be lead to

“merge” in following a particular word. Adding appro-

priate weights to the PMM yields the quantum pairwise

merger machine (QPMM). Merger is important for un-

derstanding quantum overlaps. I realize we never re-

ally state why this is so in this paper. It has to

do with the choice of quantum rep - that is the

block state rep. Is this the best place? This struc-

ture captures not only which states merge given which

words, but also the contribution each merger makes to a

quantum overlap.

1. Construct the set of (unordered) pairs of (distinct)

ε-machine states: (σj , σk). We call these “pair-

states”. To this set, add a special state called

“SINK” which is the terminal state.

2. For each pair-state (σj , σk), and for each symbol x

in the alphabet, there are three possibilities. If:

(a) at least one of the two ε-machine states σj , σk
has no outgoing transition on symbol x. Then

do nothing.

(b) both ε-machine states σj , σk have a transition

on symbol x to the same state σm. Then con-

nect pair-state (σj , σk) to “SINK” with edge

labeled x. This represents a “merger”.

(c) both ε-machine states σj and σk have a tran-

sition on symbol x to two distinct ε-machine

states σm and σn where m 6= n. (There are

no further restrictions on m,n.) Then connect

pair-state (σj , σk) to pair-state (σm, σn)
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3. Remove all edges (in QPMM) that are not part of

some path that leads to “SINK”.

4. Remove all pair-states that do not have some path

to “SINK”.

This is the PMM.

1. Now add information about transition probabilities

to this topological structure to obtain the QPMM.

For each pair-state (σj , σk) in our structure, add to

each outgoing edge the weight
√

Pr(x|σj) Pr(x|σk),

where x is the symbol associated with that edge.

Note that two states in QPMM may be connected

with multiple edges (for different symbols).

The QPMM, is not a HMM since the edge weights do

not yield a stochastic matrix. However, like a HMM, we

can consider its “labeled transition matrices” {ζ(x)}, one

for each symbol in the alphabet. Just as for their classi-

cal counterparts, we index these matrices such that ζ
(x)
i,j

indicates the edge going from pair-state i to pair-state j.

Need that for equation 4. The important object is the

net state-to-state substochastic matrix ζ =
∑
x∈A ζ

(x).

This matrix is at the heart of our closed-form expression

of the quantum overlaps at arbitrary (including infinite)

word length. These overlaps then quickly yield the cor-

responding Cq(L).

V. WHAT TO DO WITH THE QPMM

A. Quantum Overlap

Decide on notation for pair-states. Could use

(i, j), or (σi, σj), or δi,j The quantum overlap between

distinct quantum states is directly obtainable from the

QPMM (or more specifically from ζ) using the following

equation,

〈ησ(L)|ησ′(L)〉 = 〈δσ,σ′ |
( L∑

n=0

ζn
)
|δ sync

sink
〉 . (4)

Where (σ, σ′) denotes the pair-state corresponding to the

two quantum states of interest, and “SINK” denotes the

terminal state described earlier.

There are two trivial cases:

• For σ = σ′, we define µσ,σ = δ sync
sink

yielding

〈ησ(L)|ησ(L)〉 = 〈δ sync
sink
|δ sync

sink
〉 = 1 for all L.

• If the state-pair {σ, σ′} does not appear in the

QPMM, this can be thought of as padding

zeta with zeros. There will be no transi-

tions in or out of this zero block, and so

〈ησ(L)|ησ′(L)〉 = 0 for all L.

This provides the ability to compute overlaps for any

process and for any word length L with complexity O(L∗
|QPMM |2).

Given that ζ is substochastic with a terminal state, we

can see that limL→∞ ζL = 0. It may be the case that ζ

is nilpotent, meaning that there is some exponent n for

which ζn = 0. The minimum such exponent is referred to

as the degree of the matrix ζ. We can see from equation

BLAH that if ζ has degree n, we may replace the upper

sum limit with min(L, n), thus truncating the sum.

What would be the structural significance of this nilpo-

tence?

Jordan Chevalley decomposition allows us to

write ζ = D + N where D is diagonalizable and

N is nilpotent. Come back to this

Definition 6. The depth of a (Q)PMM is the longest

path through the (Q)PMM ending in SINK.

Note that when there is only a SINK state, the depth is

1; the longest path is [SINK,]. When there exists a path

of length L for any L ∈ N, we call this infinite depth.

The number of states in the (Q)PMM is bounded by

the number of states in the ε-machine, |(Q)PMM | ≤
|S| + 1. Therefore, the largest finite depth possible in a

(Q)PMM.

Infinite depth requires either infinite ε-machine states,

or a cycle in the (Q)PMM. Infinite depth is implied by a

cycle, but not necessarily by infinite ε-machine states.

Lemma 4. The cryptic order of a process is one less

than the depth of its (Q)PMM. k = d− 1.

Proof. The

Therefore, an infinite-cryptic-order process with a fi-

nite ε-machine must have a cycle in the (Q)PMM.

Lemma 5. When the cryptic order is finite, the zero-

index ν0 of ζ is equal to the depth of a QPMM.

Proof. When cryptic order is finite k, we have at largest

k-merge that end at SINK.

When the cryptic order is infinite, the zero-index ν0 of

ζ is not generally equal to the depth of a QPMM. For

instance, the Nemo process has infinite cryptic order and

therefore infinite depth, but has a single zero-eigenvalue,

and so ν0 = 1.

Could we create a different version of depth

that agrees with the index even for infinite cryp-

tic order processes? For instance, the Nemo has

infinite cryptic order but index 1. How do we

get a depth measure to tell us about that ”1”?

Conjecture: define a new depthC that dies when

it hits any node involve in a cycle. So for Nemo,

it will go from SINK directly to the cycle giving

depthC = 1 as desired. Also checked for another
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FIG. 2. For finite cryptic order, we can reorder states so
that ζ has the above form. Groups of states are defined so
that a group does not transition to itself, but only to a group
downstream. The number of these groups is an upper bound
on the depth.
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FIG. 3. Cq for RkGM for many Rs and ks. Prob of self-
loop p = 0.8. Notice how Total computation takes about 3
seconds.

process with depthC = 2 = index, defined, ”A B 0

0.5; A C 1 0.5; B A 0 0.2; B B 1 0.3; B B 2 0.5;

C B 2 1.0”

QPMM for finite cryptic is a DAG. for infinite is DCG.

This means that we may replace the limit in the above

sum with k because the k + 1 sum adds nothing. So, for

finite cryptic order processes we find the closed form,

〈ησ(L)|ησ′(L)〉 = 〈δσ,σ′ |
(min(L,k)∑

n=0

ζn
)
|δ sync

sink
〉 . (5)

This may be applied, for instance, to example RkGM

SEE BELOW.

When the cryptic order is infinite, the above limit

remains unchanged, and the sum remains unbounded.

This is consistent with the definition of index since

limL→∞ ζL = 0 due to ζ being substochastic CHECK.

To address this issue, we consider a spectral decom-

position of ζ. This allows a closed-form expression for

certain infinite cryptic order processes as well.

In the case when ζ is diagonalizable, we have,

〈ησ(L)|ησ′(L)〉 =
∑

λ∈Λζ

1− λL+1

1− λ 〈µσ,σ′ | ζλ |δ sync
sink
〉 , (6)

where ζλ is the projection operator of ζ associated with

the eigenvalue λ. This encompasses However, for finite

cryptic-order larger than one, there will necessarily be

nondiagonalizability due to the zero eigenvalue. Can’t

we have a zero eigenvalue with degeneracy and all

trivial Jordan blocks? The claim about nondiag-

onizability seems to be based on some additional

feature of ζ. For any (finite or infinite) cryptic order,

if the zero eigenvalue is the only source of nondiagonal-

izability (i.e., the index of all other eigenvalues is unity),

then the quantum overlap can be expressed as:

〈ησ(L)|ησ′(L)〉 =
∑

λ∈Λζ\{0}

1− λL+1

1− λ 〈µσ,σ′ | ζλ |δ sync
sink
〉

+

min{L, ν0−1}∑

m=0

〈µσ,σ′ | ζ0,m |δ sync
sink
〉 , (7)

where ν0 is the index of the zero eigenvalue (which is

the size of its largest Jordan block) and ζ0,m = ζmζ0.

We refer to this case as the almost-diagonalizable case,

common to most processes of interest.

In the case of finite cryptic order, ν0− 1 is identifiable

with the depth of the transient tree, and the cryptic or-

der is k = ν0 − 1. But, interestingly, finite (or even zero)

ν0 does not guarantee finite cryptic order. Loops in the

transient tree associated with non-zero eigenvalues actu-

ally guarantee infinite cryptic order. If ζ has eigenvalues

other than zero, k = ∞ (where k is the cryptic order).

Nevertheless, the methods developed here address these

cases just as well—sometimes even with more ease.

The most general spectral decomposition is straight-

forward, but not obviously important here.

We can also directly find the asymptotic overlap for
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the most general case via:

〈ησ(∞)|ησ′(∞)〉 = 〈µσ,σ′ |
( ∞∑

n=0

ζn
)
|δ sync

sink
〉

= 〈µσ,σ′ | (I − ζ)
−1 |δ sync

sink
〉 . (8)

Note that I−ζ is invertible since ζ is substochastic: hence

its spectral radius is less than unity.

Again, we can recast the asymptotic result in spectral

form if we desire.

B. Density Matrix

The density matrix can now be expressed using a fixed

M -by-M matrix, valid for all L. Using Gram-Schmidt

process one can choose a new orthonormal basis. Let:

|η1(L)〉 = |e(L)
1 〉

|η2(L)〉 = a
(L)
21 |e

(L)
1 〉+ a

(L)
22 |e

(L)
2 〉

|η3(L)〉 = a
(L)
31 |e

(L)
1 〉+ a

(L)
32 |e

(L)
2 〉+ a

(L)
33 |e

(L)
3 〉

...

etc. Then

a
(L)
21 = 〈η1(L)|η2(L)〉 = 〈µσ1,σ2 |

( L∑

n=1

ζn
)
|δ sync

sink
〉 ,

a
(L)
22 =

(
1− | 〈η1(L)|η2(L)〉 |2

)1/2
,

a
(L)
31 = 〈η1(L)|η3(L)〉 = 〈µσ1,σ3 |

( L∑

n=1

ζn
)
|δ sync

sink
〉 ,

etc. Now it is useful to rewrite what we can in matrix

form:




〈η1(L)|
〈η2(L)|
〈η3(L)|

...

〈ηM (L)|




=




1 0

a
(L)
21 a

(L)
22

a
(L)
31 a

(L)
32 a

(L)
33

...
. . .

a
(L)
M1 · · · a

(L)
MM




︸ ︷︷ ︸
≡AL




〈e(L)
1 |
〈e(L)

2 |
〈e(L)

3 |
...

〈e(L)
M |



,

which defines the lower-triangular matrix AL. Note that

the rightmost matrix of orthonormal basis vectors is just

the identity matrix since we are working in that basis.

In this new basis, we can construct the M -by-M den-

sity matrix as:

ρ(L) =

M∑

i=1

pi |ηi(L)〉 〈ηi(L)|

=
[
|η1(L)〉 · · · |ηM (L)〉

]


π1 0

. . .

0 πM




︸ ︷︷ ︸
≡Dπ




〈η1(L)|
〈η2(L)|
〈η3(L)|

...

〈ηM (L)|




= A†LDπAL .

(Since all entries are real, the conjugate transpose is

just the transpose, but this more general framework may

be useful if we want to eventually consider the effect of

adding phase to the quantum states.)

C. von Neumann Entropy

Cq(L) = −tr [ρ(L) log ρ(L)]

= −tr
[
A†LDπAL log(A†LDπAL)

]

= −
∑

λ∈Λ
A
†
L
DπAL

λ log λ .

This is relatively easy to calculate now since density ma-

trix is only the M -by-M function of L. Can calculate

analytically from spectrum of ρ (which, in a strange way,

has already folded in the spectrum of ζ).

D. Gram Matrix

The AL matrix is burdensome because it contains non-

linear dependence on the quantum overlap of the quan-

tum states. In this section, we will show how to avoid

this nonlinearity, and rather obtain the von Neumann

entropy from a transformation that yields a linear rela-

tionship with the overlaps.

It has been found [14] that the Gram matrix, with el-

ements G
(L)
mn =

√
πmπn 〈ηm(L)|ηn(L)〉, can be evaluated

instead of the density matrix to evaluate the same von

Neumann entropy. In particular, G(L) has the same spec-

trum as ρ(L), even with the same multiplicities. I.e.,

ΛG(L) = Λρ(L), while aλ, gλ, and νλ remain unchanged

for all λ in the spectrum. (This is a slightly stronger

statement than Josza’s original, but is justified since ρ(L)

and G(L) are both M -by-M dimensional.)

Here, we briefly explore the relationship between ρ(L)

and G(L), and then focus on the closed-form expression
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for G(L), which is much nicer than ρ(L). This allows us

to calculate and understand the Cq(L) more easily.

Earlier, we found that the density matrix can be writ-

ten as:

ρ(L) = A†LDπAL ,

which can be rewritten as:

ρ(L) = A†LD
1/2
π D1/2

π AL

=
(
D1/2
π AL

)†
D1/2
π AL .

It is easy to show that

tr
[(
D1/2
π AL

)†
D1/2
π AL

]
= tr

[
D1/2
π AL

(
D1/2
π AL

)†]

= tr
[
D1/2
π ALA

†
LD

1/2
π

]
,

which means that the sum of the eigenvalues is conserved

in transforming from A†LDπAL to D
1/2
π ALA

†
LD

1/2
π . It

is less obvious that the spectrum is also conserved, but

this is also true, and even easy to prove. (Observe that

AB~v = λ~v =⇒ BAB~v = λB~v =⇒ BA(B~v) = λ(B~v).)

Interestingly, the new object turns out to be exactly the

Gram matrix, which was previously introduced although

without this explicit relationship to the density matrix.

We now see that:

D1/2
π ALA

†
LD

1/2
π

= D1/2
π



〈η1(L)|

...

〈ηM (L)|



[
|η1(L)〉 · · · |ηM (L)〉

]
D1/2
π

=




√
π1 〈η1(L)|

...√
πM 〈ηM (L)|



[√
π1 |η1(L)〉 · · · √πM |ηM (L)〉

]

=




√
π1π1 〈η1(L)|η1(L)〉 · · · √π1πM 〈η1(L)|ηM (L)〉

...
. . .

...√
πMπ1 〈ηM (L)|η1(L)〉 · · · √π1πM 〈ηM (L)|ηM (L)〉




= G(L) .

Since the spectrum is preserved, we can use the Gram

matrix directly to compute the von Neumann entropy:

Cq(L) = −
∑

λ∈Λ
G(L)

λ log λ

= −tr
[
G(L) logG(L)

]
.

E. New Gram matrix

This transformation to the Gram matrix suggests a

similar and even more helpful move that can be made

while preserving the spectrum: Define the new Gram

matrix to be:

G(L) ≡ DπALA
†
L

= Dπ



〈ησ1

(L)|
...

〈ησM (L)|



[
|ησ1

(L)〉 · · · |ησM (L)〉
]

=



π1 〈η1(L)|η1(L)〉 · · · π1 〈η1(L)|ηM (L)〉

...
. . .

...

πM 〈ηM (L)|η1(L)〉 · · · πM 〈ηM (L)|ηM (L)〉




Clearly, this preserves the same trace as the density ma-

trix and previous Gram matrix. It also preserves the

spectrum. It also has this advantages that we don’t have

square-roots of two different state probabilities appearing

at each element, but rather has just a single probability

attached to each element.

Since the spectrum is preserved, we can use the new

Gram matrix to compute the von Neumann entropy:

Cq(L) = −
∑

λ∈ΛG(L)

λ log λ (9)

= −tr
[
G(L) log G(L)

]
. (10)

VI. EXAMPLES

Let us look at several examples.

A. Biased Coin

The Biased Coins Process provides a first, simple case

that realizes a nontrivial quantum state entropy [8].

There are two biased coins, named A and B. The first

generates 1 with probability q; the second, 0 with proba-

bility p. A coin is picked and flipped, generating outputs

0 or 1. With probability q the other coin is used next

similarly with different probability. Its two causal-state

ε-machine is shown in figure 4.

After constructing the QPMM for the Perturbed Coin

process, as outlined in Figures 4 through 5, we observe:

ζ(0) =

[
0
√
p(1− q)

0 0

]
,

ζ(1) =

[
0
√
q(1− p)

0 0

]
,
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A Bp|0
1− p|1

q|1
1− q|0

FIG. 4. ε-machine for the perturbed coin process.

AB

sync sink

0|
√

p(1− q) 1|
√
q(1− p)

FIG. 5. QPMM for the perturbed coin process.

and so

ζ =

[
0 β

0 0

]
,

where we have defined β ≡
√
p(1− q) +

√
q(1− p), and

will also define the suggestive quantity γ ≡ (1−β2)−1/2.

The only overlap to consider is 〈ηA(L)|ηB(L)〉. For

this, we note that 〈µA,B | = 〈δA,B | =
[
1 0

]
. Also,

|δ sync
sink
〉 =

[
0 1

]>
.

For a spectral perspective, note that ζ here is a nilpo-

tent matrix with only a zero eigenvalue with index of

two: Λζ = {0} and ν0 = 2. Since the projection opera-

tors must sum to the identity, we have ζ0 = I.

ζL is the null matrix for L > 1, so either by Eq. (5) or

by Eq. (7), we have:

〈ηA(L)|ηB(L)〉 =

min{L, 1}∑

m=1

〈δA,B | ζm |δ sync
sink
〉 .

I.e.,

〈ηA(L)|ηB(L)〉 =

{
0 if L = 0

β if L ≥ 1 .

1. Density matrix approach to the VNE

For the density matrix, we turn to the L-dependent

orthonormal basis {|e(L)
1 〉 , |e

(L)
2 〉}, and use the stationary

distribution over S: π =
[

p
p+q

q
p+q

]
.

Apparently, for L = 0 we have: |ηA(0)〉 = |e(0)
1 〉

and |ηB(0)〉 = |e(0)
2 〉. Hence, ρ(0) = Dπ and Cq(0) =

H2( p
p+q ) = Cµ qubits.

For L ≥ 1 we have: |ηA(L)〉 = |e(L)
1 〉 and |ηA(L)〉 =

a
(L)
21 |e

(L)
1 〉+ a

(L)
22 |e

(L)
2 〉, where a

(L)
21 = 〈ηA(L)|ηB(L)〉 = β

and a
(L)
22 = (1− β2)1/2 = γ−1 for L ≥ 1. I.e.:

AL =

[
1 0

β γ−1

]
for L ≥ 1 .

Hence, the density matrix is:

ρ(L) = A†LDπAL

=

[
1 β

0 γ−1

] [ p
p+q 0

0 q
p+q

] [
1 0

β γ−1

]

= 1
p+q

[
p qβ

0 qγ−1

] [
1 0

β γ−1

]

= q
p+q

[p
q + β2 β/γ

β/γ 1− β2

]
for L ≥ 1 .

Since det(ρ(L)−λI) = λ2−λ+ pq
(p+q)2 (1−β2), we find

the eigenvalues of the density matrix to be:

Λρ(L) =
{

1
2 ± 1

2(p+q)

√
4pqβ2 + (p− q)2

}
,

which yields the von Neumann entropy:

Cq(L) = −
∑

λ∈{ 1
2±
√

4pqβ2+(p−q)2
2(p+q) }

λ log λ for L ≥ 1 .

2. New Gram matrix approach to the VNE

The new Gram matrix for the Perturbed Coin is:

G(L) = Dπ

[
〈ηA(L)|ηA(L)〉 〈ηA(L)|ηB(L)〉
〈ηB(L)|ηA(L)〉 〈ηB(L)|ηB(L)〉

]
.

Specifically, we have:

G(0) = 1
p+q

[
p 0

0 q

] [
1 0

0 1

]
= 1

p+q

[
p 0

0 q

]

and

G(L) = 1
p+q

[
p 0

0 q

] [
1 β

β 1

]
= 1

p+q

[
p pβ

qβ q

]
for L ≥ 1 .

The eigenvalues of G(0) are just its diagonal entries

here, so, Cq(0) = H2( p
p+q ) qubits. For L ≥ 1, det(G(L)−

λI) = λ2 − λ+ pq
(p+q)2 (1− β2), which will give the same

answer for eigenvalues and VNE.
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R + k − 1

k

. . .
...

1|p

1|1 0|1− p

1|1

1|1

0|1

0|1

FIG. 6. ε-machine for the (R–k)-Golden Mean process.

As it is shown in the new method there is no need

to construct density matrix, instead we used new Gram

matrix which can be easily calculated having quantum

overlaps. Clearly, the new Gram matrix method is more

elegant for our purposes. (And this is evident even at

M = 2. AL grows as M grows.)

B. (R–k)-Golden Mean

The (R–k)-Golden Mean process is constructed to have

Markov-order R and cryptic-order k. Its ε-machine is

shown in Fig. 6. The 0th state has probability π0 =
1

R+k−p(R+k−1) while all other states have probability

π1 = 1−p
R+k−p(R+k−1) .

The QPMM is strictly tree-like of depth k (and max-

imal width k). All edges have a unit weight except for

those edges leaving A-paired states—those edges (num-

bering k in total) have an associated weight of
√
p.

The eigenvalues of the new Gram matrix can be ob-

tained from:

det(G(L) − λI) = (π1 − λ)R+k−min(L,k)−1

×

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

π0 − λ π0
√
p · · · π0

√
pmin(L,k)

π1
√
p π1 − λ π1

√
pmin(L,k)−1

...
. . .

π1
√
pmin(L,k) π1 − λ

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
= 0 ,

which directly yields the von Neumann entropy. Note

A

G

F

E D

C

B

1|p

1|1 0|1− p

1|1

1|1

0|1

0|1

0|1

R = 4
k = 3

FIG. 7. ε-machine for the (4–3)-Golden Mean process.

AE EFEG

FGAF

AG

SINK

1|√p 1|1 1|1

1|11|√p

1|√p

k = 3

FIG. 8. QPMM for the (4–3)-Golden Mean process.

that although the HvN(L) is not actually linear in L, it

appears approximately linear by eye.

To give an explicit example, let’s consider the (4–3)-

GM process which, by definition, has R = 4 and k = 3.

The A state has probability πA = 1
R+k−p(R+k−1) = 1

7−6p

while all other states have probability πB = 1−p
7−6p .

• For L = 0,

det(G(0) − λI) = (πB − λ)6(πA − λ) ,
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yielding Λ
(0)
G = {πB , πA} (with aπB = 6) and

H
(0)
vN = −6πB log πB − πA log πA .

• For L = 1,

det(G(1) − λI) =(πB − λ)5

×
[
λ2 − (πA + πB)λ+ πAπB(1− p)

]
,

yielding Λ
(1)
G = {πB , c+, c−} with c± = 1

2 (πA +

πB)± 1
2

[
(πA + πB)2 − 4πAπB(1− p)

]1/2
(and with

aπB = 5), and

H
(1)
vN = −5πB log πB − c+ log c+ − c− log c− .

• For L = 2,

det(G(2) − λI) = (πB − λ)4

×

∣∣∣∣∣∣

πA − λ πAp
1/2 πAp

πBp
1/2 πB − λ πBp

1/2

πBp πBp
1/2 πB − λ

∣∣∣∣∣∣
.

• For L ≥ 3,

det(G(L) − λI) = det(G(3) − λI)

= (πB − λ)3

×

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

πA − λ πAp
1/2 πAp πAp

3/2

πBp
1/2 πB − λ πBp

1/2 πBp

πBp πBp
1/2 πB − λ πBp

1/2

πBp
3/2 πBp πBp

1/2 πB − λ

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
.

C. Nemo

Our third example is the Nemo process, which is shown

in figure 9. Since the recurrent states simply permute

upon observing a 0, the word 0000... never reveals the

current state. This once again means that the process

is non markovian and has R = ∞. In other hand if

we know the current state and we observe 000..0 we will

never know the starting state and that means infinite

cryptic order K =∞.

After constructing the QPMM for the process, as out-

lined in Figures 9 through 10, we observe:

ζ =




0
√

1− p 0 0

0 0
√

1/2 0√
(1− p)/2 0 0

√
p/2

0 0 0 0


 .

Unlike the previous examples, ζ here has nonzero

eigenvalues due to a loop in the transient structure, which

A

B C

1|p

0|1− p

0|1

1|1/2

0|1/2

FIG. 9. ε-machine for the Nemo process.

AB BC

AC

sync sink

0|√1− p

0|
√
1/20|

√
(1− p)/2

1|
√

p/2

FIG. 10. QPMM for the Nemo process.

implies infinite cryptic order. Specifically the eigenval-

ues are zero and the three cubed roots of 1
2 (1 − p):

Λζ =
{

0, [ 1
2 (1 − p)]1/3ei2πn/3 : n ∈ {0, 1, 2}

}
. Since ζ is

diagonalizable, the index of all these eigenvalues is one.

Since the algebraic multiplicity of all of the eigenvalues

is one, each of the projection operators can be expressed

as ζλ = 1
〈λ|λ〉 |λ〉 〈λ|.

The overlaps to consider are 〈ηA(L)|ηB(L)〉,
〈ηB(L)|ηC(L)〉, and 〈ηB(L)|ηC(L)〉. For this, we

note that 〈µA,B | = 〈δA,B | =
[
1 0 0 0

]
, 〈µB,C | =

〈δB,C | =
[
0 1 0 0

]
, and 〈µA,C | = 〈δA,C | =

[
0 0 1 0

]
.

Also, |δ sync
sink
〉 =

[
0 0 0 1

]>
.

For all L > 0, the quantum overlap of the Lth-order

quantum states are:

〈ησ(L)|ησ′(L)〉 =
∑

λ∈Λζ\{0}

1− λL+1

1− λ 〈δσ,σ′ | ζλ |δ sync
sink
〉 .
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FIG. 11. Cq(L) for the Nemo process at a particular p.

The asymptotic overlap is:

〈ησ(∞)|ησ′(∞)〉 = 〈δσ,σ′ | (I − ζ)
−1 |δ sync

sink
〉 .

For the density matrix, we could turn to the

L-dependent orthonormal basis {|e(L)
1 〉 , |e

(L)
2 〉 , |e

(L)
3 〉},

and use the stationary distribution over S: π =
1

3−2p

[
1 1− p 1− p

]
. However, it is easier to obtain

the eigenvalues of the Gram matrix of Dπ-×-the over-

lap matrix, and we have shown that these eigenvalues

are guaranteed to be the same as those for the density

matrix. Numerically, this is both efficient and easy to

implement. We can go up to arbitrarily high L without

any problem.

Recall that the cryptic order of the Nemo process is

infinite, which can be seen from the loop in the QPMM

transient structure. Spectrally, this can be seen from

non-zero eigenvalues of ζ. Therefore, the quantum over-

lap does not saturate at any finite L. Nevertheless,

through the QPMM, we have completely characterized

all modes of convergence to the asymptotic coding bene-

fit of high-order representations.

VII. GENERAL BEHAVIOR OF VON

NEUMANN ENTROPY FOR INFINITE CYPTIC

ORDER PROCESSES AT LARGE LENGTH

For infinite cryptic order processes one question that

could come to mind is what would be the behavior of

Cq(L) for large L. Using the method that we have pro-

posed, we will study this question analytically.

Lemma 6. For small variations {δλ}λ∈Λρ in the eigen-

values of the density matrix ρ, the change in the von

Neumann entropy is approximately:

δS = −
∑

λ∈Λρ

log (λ) δλ .

Proof.

S = −
∑

λ∈Λρ

λ log λ .

Directly calculating the first differential yields:

δS = −
∑

λ∈Λρ

(
log (λ) δλ+ δλ

)
.

However, knowing

∑

λ∈Λρ

λ = 1 ,

we have

∑

λ∈Λρ

δλ = 0 , (11)

which leads to

δS = −
∑

λ∈Λρ

log (λ) δλ .

Recall that the eigenvalues of the density matrix ρ(L)

are the same as the eigenvalues of the associated Gram

matrix G(L). I.e., ΛG(L) = Λρ(L).

Definition 7. We define:

G(L) is a Gram matrix at length L corresponding to

ρ(L).

λ(L) ∈ ΛG(L) is any one of its eigenvalues.

|λ(L)〉 is the right eigenvector of G(L) corresponding to

λ(L) .

〈λ(L)| is the left eigenvector of G(L) corresponding to

λ(L) .

If using the symmetric version of G, the right and

left eigenvectors are simply transposes of each other:

〈λ(L)| =
(
|λ(L)〉

)>
. For simplicity of the proofs, we

will assume non-degeneracy of the eigenvalues of G(L),

so that the projection operator associated with λ(L) is
|λ(L)〉〈λ(L)|
〈λ(L)|λ(L)〉 , where the denominator assures normaliza-

tion. Nevertheless, the eigenbasis of G(L) is always com-

plete, and the final result retains general validity.

When L is large, δ(G(L)) ≡ G(L) − G(L+1) is small

compared to G(L), which means we can look at it as a

perturbation to G(L).
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Lemma 7. Perturbing G(L) to G(L) + δ(G(L)), the first

order change in its eigenvalues is given by:

δ(λ(L)) =
〈λ(L)| δ(G(L)) |λ(L)〉
〈λ(L)|λ(L)〉 .

Proof. This is the standard first-order non-degenerate

perturbation theory familiar in quantum mechanics, with

the allowance for non-normalized bras and kets. The

first-order variation of each side of the eigen-relation

G(L) |λ(L)〉 = λ(L) |λ(L)〉

yields

δ(G(L)) |λ(L)〉+G(L)δ(|λ(L)〉) = δ(λ(L)) |λ(L)〉+λ(L)δ(|λ(L)〉) .

Multiplying by 〈λ(L)| gives:

〈λ(L)| δ(G(L)) |λ(L)〉+ 〈λ(L)|G(L)δ(|λ(L)〉) =

δ(λ(L)) 〈λ(L)|λ(L)〉+ λ(L) 〈λ(L)| δ(|λ(L)〉).

Now using

〈λ(L)|G(L) = λ(L) 〈λ(L)| ,

we have

δ(λ(L)) =
〈λ(L)| δ(G(L)) |λ(L)〉
〈λ(L)|λ(L)〉 .

Lemma 8. At any L, δ(G(L)) is given exactly by:

δ(G(L)) = (G(L+1))− (G(L)) = (maxi{ζi})LA

which A is independent of L

Proof.

δ(G(L)) = (G(L+1))− (G(L))

= dots

Lemma 9. For large L, δ(G(L)) scales as:

δ(G(L)) = (maxi{ξi})LA+

which A is independent of L

Proof. Paul’s proof

Lemma 10. For large L in the first non zero order

δ(λi,L) = δ(λi,L+1)− δ(λi,L) = ci(maxi{ζi})L

Proof. Using lemma 7 and ??

δ(λi,L) = (maxi{ζi})L
〈Li,L|A |Ri,L〉
〈Li,L|Ri,L〉

.

now we can rewrite

|Ri,L〉 = |Ri,∞〉+O(maxi{ζi})
〈Li,L| = 〈Li,∞|+O(maxi{ζi}).

Because we want the first non zero order, this
〈Li,L|A|Ri,L〉
〈Li,L|Ri,L〉 should be calculated in zero order which

means

δ(λi,L) = (maxi{ζi})L
〈Li,∞|A |Ri,∞〉
〈Li,∞|Ri,∞〉

.

calling

ci =
〈Li,∞|A |Ri,∞〉
〈Li,∞|Ri,∞〉

.

the proof is complete.

Theorem 2. At large L, Cq(L) decays exponentially

Proof. Using lemma 6 and 10 we have

δS = S(L)− S(∞) = −
∑

i

(maxi{ζi})L log λi,L
ci

now we can rewrite

λi,L = λi,∞ +O(maxi{ζi}).

that means for the first non zero order we have

S(L) = S(∞)− (maxi{ζi})L log
∏

i

λi,∞
ci .

Using equation 11 and lemma 10 which means some of

ci’s are negative and some positive so we could not be

definite about the sign of (log
∏
i λi,∞

ci). So we could

have two cases, converges from above or bellow but in

both cases exponentially. we suspect that the later case

would never happen.

VIII. CONCLUSION

At the beginning of the article the newly introduced

q−machine is reviewed which can substantially compress

the causal organization of classical information source

and could be used for two observer to synchronize their

predictions of the process . Introducing quantum pair-

wise merger machine we give an instruction to calculate
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quantum overlaps. It is known that having quantum

overlaps and distribution over states are enough to cal-

culate von Neumann entropy, using Gram matrix.

To get ride of non linearity of the ordinary Gram ma-

trix in terms of distribution over states, a new Gram

matrix is introduced which is linear in that sense and it

also preserves the spectrum and could be used to calcu-

late von Neumann entropy. Different examples have been

investigated to show how the method provides extremely

efficient numerical algorithms for finding the quantum

overlaps and the von Neumann entropy as a function of

sequence length. To show the power of our method an-

alytically the general behavior of von Neumann entropy

for large length has been investigated.

Appendix A: Appendix

Definition 8. The Lth concatenation machine M⊗L
is defined by

{
S, {T (w) = T (x0) · · ·T (xL−1), w =

x0 · · ·xL−1 ∈ AL}, 〈π|
}

.

The concatenation machine has the same causal states

and stationary distribution as the ε-machine. Its labeled

transition matrices correspond to words of length L and

corresponding paths through the ε-machine.

Intuition might suggest that the q-machine is related

to the concatenation machine, given that it is defined

in terms of similar (square roots of) products of labeled

transition matrices. This intuition is verified in the fol-

lowing lemma.

Lemma 11.

Q(M, L) = Q(M⊗L, 1), (A1)

where the Q operator maps an ε-machine to its q −
machine at length L

Proof. Using the definition in equation 2 the left hand

side becomes,

|ηj(L)〉 =
∑

wL∈AL

∑

σk∈S

√
Pr(wL, σk|σj) |wL〉 |σk〉

where

Pr(wL, σk|σj) =
∑

i1,··· ,iL−1

T
(x0)
ji1

T
(x1)
i1i2
· · ·T (xL−1)

iL−1k

= T
(w)
jk

using this

|ηj(L)〉 =
∑

w∈AL

∑

σk∈S
T

(w)
jk |w〉 |σk〉

and that is the right hand side.
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